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Goal
Answer This Question: How 

can any interface designed for 
the screen or eye take 

advantage of the powerful 
visual rhetorical tools that have 

been developed by comics 
artists over the last century?



Parts

Page Design
Visual Styles
Concatenation & Sequence



Visual Styles

Progress?

Concatenation & Sequence



Images as Analytical
Signifying with Scribbly Lines

The Plan

Peripheral Foreshadowing
and the Page Space

About Code



“the mutability of new 
media means that we 
should be shifting our 

focus from textual objects 
to medial interfaces” (6)
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Revised Trivium

Culture (Replaces Logic)

Codes (Replace Grammar)
Practice (Replaces Rhetoric)



I Name the Codes!







Text



Juxtaposition
Thing 1

+
Thing 2

Rhetorical Effect



by Surat Lozowick @Flickr



from Chris Ware’s Rusty Brown



Juxtaposition
Thing 1

+
Thing 2

Rhetorical Effect



Concatenation

Rhetorical Effect

(Juxtaposition Multiplied)

(Thing 1 + Thing 2 ((Thing 3)/23 
Things))Another Thing(100)...



Shall I part my hair behind? Do I dare to eat a peach?
I shall wear white flannel trousers, and walk upon the beach.
I have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. 

I do not think that they will sing to me.



The whole page matters, all at once.
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The whole page matters, all at once.
And its form matters, too.
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Pace

Peripheral
Foreshadowing



Context

New Context

New New 
Context

Peripheral
Foreshadowing



Cartoons
Are Highly Analytical



Criterial Aspects
See Kress & 
Van Leeuwen’s
Reading Images
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See Kress & 
Van Leeuwen:
Reading Images

The tagger and the dog are 
carriers of analysis, and the 

images direct attention to 
specific possessive 

attributes of the carriers. 

Criterial Aspects



Chris Ware
“[Y]ou don’t really spend a lot of time 

considering the esthetic value of an 
arrow telling you not to crash, or the 

gestural grace of a person drowning; you 
just read the signs and act appropriately.”  

Seth
“The cartoonist is trying to boil down real 
life experience into an image that is capable 

of conveying the depth of life by only 
suggesting it. . . . To see a cartoonist suggest a 

winter day in just a couple of lines is to 
understand the beauty of a thing done right.”  



Scott McCloud
Cartooning is “amplification 

through simplification,” a mode 
of expression wherein the artist 
abstracts an object away from 

the real in order to emphasize a 
subset of its qualities.  





Each of these enacts a different kind of character analysis.



This “stripping down” is an 
analytical process/act (and, of 

course, a rhetorical process/act).



Two different 
analyses of 
President Obama



















Chris Ware
“the more detailed and refined a cartoon, the less it seems 
to ‘work,’ and the more resistant to reading it becomes”.  

Seth
“The more detailed the drawing—the more it attempts to 
capture ‘reality’—the more it slows down the story telling 

and deadens the cartoon language.”

Kress and van Leeuwen
“Too much life-likeness, too much detail, would 
distract from their analytical purpose.  Only the 

essential features of the Possessive Attributes are 
shown, and for this reason drawings of various 

degrees of schematization are often preferred over 
photographs or highly detailed artwork” (88).









What you choose to put into your 
image, and what you exclude, will 

amount to a kind of analysis...



La Ligne 
Juste







NOPE!!!!



Concatenation 
Matters!



The lines only start meaning in the whole
concatenated context of the cartoon.







(1) Analytical Focus
What do we want to point out?

How much noise can we strip away to get to 
the key criterial aspects?

(2) Concatenation
What can we add to the image, or around 

the image to give it greater (or more 
specific) meaning?

(3) Style
How can we use the style of the image, in 
concatenated context, to make it more 

specific to our meanings?


